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CHARGED ClUKEKT SU'TRIKO REACTIONS IK THE RESONANCE REGION*

M Derrick

MASTER
A review is given of recent data on v quasi elastic

scattering vn * p p, single pion production cil

proton and neutron targets wp •» u~pit*,vn •» p~pn°,

u n" and «ome double pion production reactiont.

Introduction

The subject of this talk was reviewed at the Bonn

Conference (1) a year ago and also at the

Philadelphia Neutrino Conference (2) a foi months

ago so I will concentrate on more recent data in

this summary. Almost ali tne results came troo

exposures In the Argonne 12 ft bubble chamber

operated with hydrogen and deuterium fills but

comparison will be made to earlier data where

appropriate.

Quasi Elastic Scattering

The data sample of the reaction

Mi •» u"p pg (1)

has been approximately doubled over what was

published and now consists of 268 events in a

10.04m fiducial volume. The background in the

sample io estimated to be 3 ± 2%. There is • loss

of very forward events in which the recoil proton

is missed and so they are excluded from the fit.

{1 2)
After naking the usual assumptions * about

absence of second class currents, the smallness of

the induced pseudoscalar form factor CVC and the

ciipole form for the axial form factor the data it

well fit with an axial vector mass M.*0.90+0.10CeV.
A

Fig 1 shows the total cross section measured in the

experiment compared to the expectation-for thi*

Taking a weighted average with the other neutrino

•easurements of M A gives 0.87 i 0.08 CeV which Bay

be compared to Hyneasured in electron scattering

c£ 0.84 GL-V.

Relaxing the CVC requirement and so attempting to

measure both MA and My from the Argonne experiment

gives MA - 1.14 * °'H CeV and Mv - 0.60 2 Jjljj GeV

in satisfactory agreement with the electron

scattering value for My. A discrepancy between the

v measurements of M^ and those obtained frost

threshold electro production remains.

The axial form factor deduced from the Gargamelle

resul ts (4) — +
on vp + v A 1B about the same as in

reaction (1).
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Fig. 1 Total cross section for \m + ii ]>•

*work supported by USAEC
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The reaction

(2)

is found to be completely dominated by K~* _

production as seen in the _j p mass plot of Fig 2(a).

The cross section riues from the threshold to a

plateau above lGi-V neutrino energy. The values of

the cross section for EvMGeV are 0.68 ± 0.13'xlo"38

en for the Argonni- * experiment and 1.13 i 0.28 x

10 cm for the old CHIN propane chamber

result which suggests there Is some systematic error

in at least one of the two experiments. The data

agrees well with the Adler static model calculation

(7)
for an axial torn factor mast of 0.96 GeV and also

with the revised Zucker calcuation but with an

M. value of about 0.74 GeV,
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Fig. 2 Effective »N mass plots for the three single

pion production reactions (a)- vp •» u~it p (b) vn -• v~n n

(c) vn •» u it°p.

U n t L :it; w r i t e t;u :r.«iri>. tlt;iai.-r.t. J o r A ( i - 3 c ^

production using the notation in the review article

by Llewellyn-Saiith <9' as

where j is the lepton current, F * • q J* - q*j ,

and the C'a are the four vector and four axial vector

form factors. Tine reversal invariance requires

the form factors to be realt and the isotriplet

current hypothesis allows the vector form factor*

to be related to those measured in electroproduction

data.

One finds Cj - C* * 0, cj' » - | C* and C* Is well

given by the dipole expression

~V - 2-05

(1 - q2/O.5A>2

One notes that the mass paraneter is 0.54 GeV

instead of 0.71 GeV as neasured In elastic electron

scattering.

The axial fora factors could be determined with a

sufficient number of events but at present, we

most depend on model predictions. In particular,

C 3 and C4 are completely model dependent. C*, the

induced pseudoscalar, Is taken as given by tht pion

pole term and only nukes a small contribution.

C* it determined by PCAC. Specifically at Q2»O,

ve have

so by aieasuring the cross aection lit Q • 0, one
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!>us a direct determination <r.i C (0). PWiC praiiicls

C5 (0) » 1.2. Fig 3 shovs the low momentum trans-

fer behavior of the cross section for the u'pw*

final state together with PCAC prediction for CA.

If one assumes C* « 0 and C* - -0.3 as the Adler

model requires, then the present data gives a

check of PCAC to about 207.. For a_full check, one

needs sufficient data to fix C- and C, experimentally.

The lines show how the cross lection varies for

C_ and C^ » ±1 to give some idea of the sensitivity

of the check to the values of the other form factor*.

.(10)

A Production

The first preliminary results are now available1

on single pion production from a neutron target via

the reactions.

vd -• |Tpn° ps (3)

vd •+ u~ntr+ ps (*)

These reactions are zero confcrnint and *n th^re is

some problem in separating them from other reactions

such as double pion production, neutron background,

neutral current, neutrino reactions etc. To do this

momentum cuts were placed on the pion (< 400 MeV/c)

and nucleon (£ l.S GeV/c) using the events.of

reaction (2) al a guide. In addition the negative

track was required to leave the chamber without

interacting or to undergo a clear ue decay. The

neutrino nonentuo was restricted to bt < 1.5 GeV/c

to renove the double pion production background.

Applying the sane selections to reaction (2)

produce* 85.2 ± 10 u~p» events, 20.2 ± 6.0 »"pn

events, and 31.4 + 6.5 v"n»*events»

The KIT mass distributions of 2(b) and 2(c) show clear

peaking at the A oils although the event numbers

given above clearly disagree with the 9:2:1

expected If the T * 3/2 amplitude dominated. He

conclude then that a T • h amplitude must be present.

The momentum transfer distributions of all three

single pion prude:lien iciau-iic arc simi.tr <-rtd

show a veak forward peaking.

Using the three cross sections one-fl«—2ook tor

—possible evidence of isotensor (T - 2) exchange.

_If B. is the T = 3/2 nN amplitude coming from T = ;

exchange, A, and A, the T « i and T • 3/2 amplitudes

from T • 1 exchange Chen the data is compatible with.

Bj • 0. If we assume Bj is real relative to A^ then

we get a crude limit B^/A^ < 0.6J. Setting B, * 0

gives A X
2 / A 3

2 . o.42 ± 0.19 with a relative phase

between A^ and * 3 of 75 1 15°. This Is in agreement

with a resonant A, and a non resonant A^.

The Adler model predicts the following ratios which

agree fairly well with the experimental values

Theory Experiment

q(uVn) * BCuVp) O 5 6 061 + 0 - 1 3
+

ofu » n) 0.75 1.55 ± 0.56

The excitation function for reactions (3) and (4) have

a reasonable shape as seen in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3 Cross section for vp * u~it*p at small Q

compared to FCAC prediction.
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limible Pion Production

A lew events o£ double pion production from protons

and neutrons have been observed in the Argonne

jexperiment. Fig 5 shows the excitation function for

the reactions vd -» u~pir*T>"ps(9 events) and vp -> u~p»*ir
o

plus vp •• jTn* i (13 events). The cross sections

rise steeply.

Fig 6 shows schematically the different contri-

butions to the total vp and vn cross sections

near threshold. The dotted lines show the linearly

rising cross sections measured at CERN and the

Fermilab. Oj - 0.73 «vio"
38 en2 nodifled by the

2 to 1 ratio expected for vn and vp crews sections

on the quark nodel. This kind of study ii better

carried out at an accelerator with^a higher energy

v beam and one looks forward to seeing the data

from the 7 ft chaaber at Brookhaven and the IS ft

chamber at Fermilab.

t> O.I

Fig. 4 Excitation function for vn • v~r n and

vn • u~it°p. The data i s cut at 1.5 GeV/c in order

to remove background.

In the spirit, oi O U E M H K asymptotic predictions

to the lowest possible energy fig 7 shows the x'

and y distributions for as near an inclusive sample

of vp interactions at an average energy of ** ]

GeV as ve were able to obtain. The distributions are

clearly different frot*-the high energy data —

partially because energy conservation plays an

important role here.
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Fig. S Excitation function for double pion production
in vn and vp collisions.-

Fig. 6 Schematic make up of total on and op cross
sections near t i
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Fi«. 7 Inclusive *' - Q2/(2Hv * M
2) and V distribut-

ions for vp interactions Matured in the Argonoe
chamber.
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